INTERNATIONAL BACHELORS FRATERNAL ORDERS FOR PEACE & SOCIAL DIGNITY
sometimes referred to as BACHELORS ANONYMOUS

(A service and welfare organization devoted to the protection and improvement of Society's Androgynous Minority.)

A. Statement of aims and purposes:

1. With full realization that encroaching American Fascism, like unto previous impacts of International Fascism, seeks to bend unorganized and unpopular minorities into isolated fragments of social and emotional instability;

With full realization that the socially ensnared Androgynous Minority was suborned, blackmailed, coerced, and stomped into serving as hoodlums, stool pigeons, volunteer informers, concentration camp trustees, torturers, and hangmen—before it, as a minority, was ruthlessly exterminated;

With full realization that the full significance of the government indictment against Androgynous Civil Servants, veiled under the sentiment that they "by the peculiar circumstances of their private lives lay themselves wide-open to social blackmail by a Foreign Power", lies in the legal establishment of a second type of GUILT BY ASSOCIATION;

With the full realization that a GUILT BY ASSOCIATION charge requires that the victim prove himself innocent against undisclosed charges (and is therefore impossible), and that a GUILT BY ASSOCIATION charge can be levied on the evidence of anonymous and malicious informers (and therefore cannot be fought), and that under the Government's announced plans for eventual 100% war production mobilization, all commerce and production would be conducted under government contract—thus making it impossible for Androgynes to secure employment;

And with the full realization that Guilt of Androgynty BY ASSOCIATION, equally with Guilt of Communist sympathy BY ASSOCIATION, can be employed as a threat against any and every man and woman in our country as a whip to insure thought control and political regimentation;

With the full realization that, though most of the taboo and slandering aimed by Society at the Androgyne is based on misinformation and ignorance, the prevalence of the campaign on a judicial level, and the isolation of the Androgyne Minority on a social and political level, is largely due to his own subjective inclinations;

With full realization that, in order to earn for ourselves any place in the sun, we must with perseverance and self-discipline work collectively on the side of peace, for the program of the four freedoms of the Atlantic Charter, and in the spirit and letter of the United Nations Charter, for the full first-class citizenship participation of Minorities everywhere, including ourselves;

WE, THE ANDROGYNES OF THE WORLD, HAVE FORMED THIS RESPONSIBLE CORPORATE BODY TO DEMONSTRATE BY OUR EFFORTS THAT OUR PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL HANDICAPS NEED BE NO DETERRENT IN INTEGRATING 10% OF THE WORLD'S POPULATION TOWARDS THE CONSTRUCTIVE SOCIAL PROGRESS OF MANKIND.

2. We declare our aims to be to effect socially, economically, politically, and morally, the integration of the best interests of the Androgynous minority with the common good of the community in which we live.